
$173 $143 Glass-Hard-Image $225 $245 $305 $383 $414 $455 

Glass-No Image $89 

$134 $542 

$113 $155 $180 $228 $264 $310 $338 $362 —— —— 

Protected-Image $276 $336 $440 $480 — —— —— —— —— —— 

 Vinyl Charts 

$133 

$297 

$70 $145 

$223

$168 $245 

—— 

—— 

 *** Protractor Rings: available for Most Styles & Sizes, with  NO additional charge.*** 
(Inquire for availability) 

   2  

Thru 
  13 

Scales Serialized & Certified....…  $ 49      (Each)                                                  

Wooden Scale Cases.....................   $ 78       6” to   8” Scale   

                                                           $ 87      14” to 16” Scale                                                                              

                                                           $ 121    18” to 24” Scale                    

Heavy Bevels...............................… $ 48      Up to 15” Dia.    

                                                           $ 73      15” to 21” Dia.        

                                                           $ 83      21” to  30.75”Dia.   

Chart Clips..................................… $ 16      (Each)  

Holes.............................................…$ 12.50  (Each)    

Standard hole sizes: 5/32”& 3/16”  

Visual Inspection Products, LLC. 
P.O. Box 328 Hampton, NH 03842   Tel: (603) 929-4414  Fax: (603) 929-4436 

Email: sales@vipcharts.com 

Visit us at www.vipcharts.com 

 Price List: Effective October 1, 2015 
Design, Specifications, and Prices are subject to change without notice. 

Comparator Overlays 

 Mylar & Vinyl 

*Vinyl Blanks 

 Mylar Charts    2 

Thru 

  13 

$148 $175 

$158 

$182 

$98 

$168 

$108 

$116 $122 $143 

$108 

$122 

$132 $158 

$116 

$98 

$168 $233 

$108 

Comparator Charts  

Screens & Scales 

Note: Protected Image screens are primarily used in harsh inspection environments. The glass screen is encapsulated, sealing the image from the elements .  

Our Standard -Hard-Image provides,  a sharper more distinct image.  However, if the environment warrants this type of protection, then the use of a protected image 

screen is suggested . Again, if the recommended cleaning instructions are followed, (provided by V.I.P.) the Hard-Image comparator screen/chart/s will endure.  

Mylar Thickness.................  .007” 

Clear Vinyl Thickness........ .050” 

Glass Thickness..................  *** 

*Vinyl blanks sold in sets of 6 pieces. 

**Clear glass available as blanks only 

*** Depending on Comparator MFG. & Model 

Common glass thicknesses include : 

1/8”, 3/16”, 1/4” 

( Other thickness available upon request) 

 

* When ordering please specify the following: Chart style, Comparator MFG. & Model, Exact Diameter Size, Magnification, 

    Increments, Units (inch or metric), Material type, Thickness & Finish. 

* Any chart combination not shown above will be considered a “Custom” and will be quoted upon request. 

* All returns subject to a 25% restocking fee. 

* All prices are FOB shipping point, Orders shipped UPS ground. V.I.P. Reserves the right to utilize alternate shipping method’s  

   (UPS 2nd or 3rd Day Air or Trucking  Co.)   to ensure safe arrival of product/s. 

* Credit cards are accepted, VISA, MasterCard, American Express & Discover Card. 

* All orders subject to credit approval. 

** IF YOU DON’T SEE WHAT YOU’RE LOOKING FOR, JUST ASK, AS WE’RE SURE TO HAVE AN ANSWER** 

Our Standard -Hard-Image has a proven history of  Durability. Not all “Hard-Image” screens are created 
Equal in the comparator industry.  We ask that you do compare our product to others. If the recommended 

cleaning techniques are followed, our Hard-Image  will endure!  

Cleaning Procedure In Brief, Mild Dish Soap & Warm Water with a soft cotton cloth, Just That Simple! 

$610


